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First Phase-Coherent Frequency Measurement of Visible Radiation

H. Schnatz, B. Lipphardt, J. Helmcke, F. Riehle, and G. Zinner
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), D-38116 Braunschweig, Germany

(Received 10 August 1995)

We have determined the frequency of the3P1-1S0 intercombination transition of atomic40Ca stored
in a magneto-optical trap to ben  455 986 240 493.95 kHz with an estimated standard uncertainty o
0.43 kHz sdnyn , 10212d using a phase-coherent optical frequency chain from the Cs atomic c
to the visible. This allows the realization of the SI-unit meter according to its definition by vis
radiation with 25-fold reduced uncertainty compared to previous measurements.

PACS numbers: 06.20.Jr, 06.30.–k, 32.80.Bx, 32.80.Pj
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The precise measurement of frequencies in
visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum is of fu
damental importance for basic research and app
metrology: Precision frequency measurements are
quired, for example, for the determination of fundamen
constants such as the Rydberg constant [1,2], allow
one to check the validity of the theory of quantu
electrodynamics. They furthermore allow one to addr
the question of possible time variations of fundamen
constants [3,4]. In the field of metrology they provide t
base for the development of atomic clocks with transitio
in the optical range [5] and the realization of the SI ba
unit, the meter [6], with unprecedented low uncertainty

Frequency standards operating in the visible range
advantageous in providing extremely high line qua
factorsQ  nydn and offer low values of the frequenc
instability. Furthermore, the meter is preferably realiz
with standards of visible radiation to allow easy use
interferometric intercomparisons.

Like any other frequency standard, optical frequen
standards have to be related to the primary standar
time and frequency, the Cs atomic clock. In order
avoid uncertainties additionally to those of the Cs clo
and of the standard in the visible, the large gap
frequencies (frequency ratioø50 000) has to be bridged
by a phase-coherent measurement.

So far, absolute phase-coherent frequency meas
ments of near infrared radiations up to88 THz have been
performed [7,8]. In the visible, the frequency of the w
known iodine-stabilized HeNe lasersl  633 nm, n 
473 THzd was determined as early as 1983 [9]. A mo
recent measurement starting from a CO2 laser at29 THz
[10] led to a reduced relative uncertainty of2.5 3 10211

[11]. The Rydberg constant has been determined inde
dently with a relative uncertainty below2 3 10211 using
frequency measurement chains starting at473 THz [2,10]
and88 THz [1]. The frequency measurements of visib
radiation were not based directly on the Cs atomic cl
so far, and are thus ultimately limited by the reproducib
ity of the reference frequency standards.

We report on the first phase-coherent frequency m
surement of an optical frequency standard in the visi
0031-9007y96y76(1)y18(4)$06.00
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The optical frequency standard comprised a laser who
frequency was stabilized to the intercombination trans
tion 3P1-1S0 of 40Ca atoms. This transition is an excel-
lent reference for an optical frequency standard, because
has a natural linewidth of only400 Hz with no hyperfine
splitting. Furthermore, for the transitions withDmj  0,
the frequency shows only a small quadratic dependen
on electric and magnetic fields of30 MHzysVycmd2 and
108 HzyT2, respectively [12,13]. Consequently, this tran
sition was recommended by the Comité International de
Poids et Mesures (CIPM) for the realization of the me
ter [11]. Up to now, this frequency has been determine
by interferometric wavelength comparisons only [14,15
We used a high resolution dye laser spectrometer [1
with its frequency stabilized to the intercombination line
3P1-1S0 of an effusive Ca atomic beam. The transit time
broadening was reduced below10 kHz by optical Ram-
sey excitation in a four running-wave configuration [17]
For stabilizing the laser frequency to the central fringe o
either recoil component, the laser frequency was squa
wave modulated (modulated frequency = 0.5 Hz, modu
lated width = 5 kHz), and the method of first harmonic
detection was used.

The phase-coherent frequency chain connects the f
quency of the Ca stabilized dye laser with the frequency
the Cs atomic clock (Fig. 1). The chain allows one to mea
sure simultaneously the frequencies of the CH4-stabilized
HeNe laser at3.39 mm, the OsO4-stabilized CO2 laser at
10.6 mm, and the Ca frequency standard at0.657 mm. Ba-
sically, the frequency measurement utilizes a chain of se
eral intermediate oscillators whose frequencies are pha
coherently compared to each other by harmonic mixin
All reference frequencies used in the chain are derive
from the Cs atomic clock. The schematics of the frequenc
chain and the phase-coherent frequency measurement h
been described in detail elsewhere [18,19]. The upper p
of the frequency chain is downlocked from the Ca optica
frequency standard to the color-center laser (CCL). Th
lower part is locked from the100 MHz standard frequency
output of a hydrogen maser up to the methanol laser
4 THz. The intermediate part of the chain, consisting o
all CO2-lasers, is locked to a methane stabilized HeNe las
© 1995 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. PTB’s frequency chain to the Ca intercombinatio
line (PLL = phase locked loop, details are given in the text).

to improve the frequency stability. To obtain the value
the Ca transition frequency, we simultaneously counted
beat signals of the methanol laser with the backward wa
oscillator (BWO) and the CO2 laser, and the beat signa
of the two CO2 lasers with the CCL using totalizing coun
ters. Combining the beat frequencies as described ea
[18] yields a frequency independent of fluctuations of th
intermediate transfer oscillators. This method allows us
track the phase of all intermediate oscillators and theref
leads to a truly phase-coherent measurement.

We have operated the frequency measurement chai
the phase-coherent mode for an integrated time of ab
three hours. The dye laser was subsequently stabili
to the high- and low-frequency recoil component of th
Ca atoms in the effusive beam. Potential frequency sh
due to optical phase errors were largely compensated
the method of laser beam reversal [17]. The frequen
of the laser stabilized to the effusive beam deviat
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from the frequency of the intercombination transitio
of an unperturbed Ca atom by a few parts in1012.
This frequency offset is due mainly to the secon
order and a small residual first-order Doppler effec
Their contributions to the uncertainty can be substantia
reduced by additionally using laser cooled and trapp
Ca atoms [13]. We have therefore split off part of th
laser beam and stabilized its frequency to the absorpt
line provided by some106 Ca atoms stored in a magneto
optical trap (MOT) [20]. Trapping of the atoms an
probing of the clock transition was performed alternate
The error signal for the stabilization was derived fro
optical Ramsey fringes obtained by time separated fi
excitation [13]. The frequency of the exciting lase
beam was controlled by an acousto-optic modulat
The frequency offset between the effusive beam a
the stored atoms was measured simultaneously dur
the optical frequency measurement. Figure 2 shows
frequency data obtained while the laser was stabilized
the low frequency recoil component during a period
approximately 30 min. The lower and upper curves
Fig. 2 represent the measured frequency values for
effusive beam and the atoms at rest, trapped in the MO
respectively.

The distribution of each data set is Gaussian with
FWHM of approximately900 Hz. The statistical part of
the uncertainty of the frequency measurement presen
here was of the order of20 Hz. The frequency difference
between the frequency of the thermal atoms and the ato
stored in the MOTsø 23.4 kHzd is considerably higher
than expected from the contribution of the second-ord
Doppler effectfDnD  2

1
2 n0syycd2 # 22 kHzg. Since

the fields of the trapping laser of the MOT were no
completely shut off during the time of the frequenc
measurement, the atoms in the MOT experienced a sm
ac Stark shift. This shift has been determined a few da
after the frequency measurement to be0.84 kHz. The

FIG. 2. Frequency of the laser stabilized to the low frequen
recoil component of atoms in an effusive beam (lower curv
and of atoms in a MOT (upper curve).n0 was arbitrarily
chosen to be455 986 240 480.50 kHz.
19
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FIG. 3. Allan standard deviationsys2, td of the measured
frequency versus the integration time (dots: effusive bea
squares: trapped atoms) together with a fit for the data of t
MOT (straight line).

remaining difference is attributed to a residual first-ord
Doppler shift in the thermal beam.

Figure 3 shows the Allan standard deviation of the me
sured laser frequency (e.g., Fig. 2) stabilized to both t
effusive beam (dots) and the MOT (squares) together w
a fit of the data of the MOT (straight line) as a func
tion of the integration time. The Allan standard devia
tion of the MOT is dominated by white frequency nois
as can be derived from the fact that it is proportional
t21y2. The instability is limited by the signal-to-noise ratio
of the trapped atomssSyN ø 10d and the selected spec
tral resolutionsdn ø 10 kHzd given by the pulse separa-
tion. An estimation of the fractional frequency instabilit
Dnyn ø dnysnSyNd yields 2.2 3 10212 for an integra-
tion time of one second, which agrees well with the fitte
value of 1.6 3 10212. The mean of the high- and low-
frequency recoil components is455 986 240 493.95 kHz
with an estimated standard uncertainty of0.43 kHz, which
we shall discuss in the following.

The low velocity of the Ca atoms stored in the MOT
allows, in principle, one to reduce the contributions to th
relative standard uncertainty due to the first- and secon
order Doppler effect below10214 [13]. After switching off
the trapping laser and magnetic fields, the atomic cloud
expanding, and the atoms are accelerated due to gra
and possible transients of the trapping fields during t
switching process. If the exciting laser beam is reflect
under a small anglea, a residual first-order Doppler
shift DnD ø n0syycda may occur. The acceleration due
to gravity leads to a velocityy , 1 cmys during the
maximum elapsed time of1 ms. With a controlled to
be#0.3 mrad this effect contributes to less than10214n0.
Collisions of the cold atoms represent another possib
source of systematic frequency shifts of the trapped atom
With at most107 atoms stored in about1 mm3 the distance
between the Ca atoms is about5 mm, which is large
20
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compared to the wavelength of the exciting radiationsl ø
0.657 mmd and the diameter of the Ca wave packet. Ev
though this effect might eventually limit the accuracy
the Ca clock it is not expected to contribute on the ord
of 100 Hz. A third possibility of potential frequency
shifts results from the fact that both recoil components
excited in our experiment which may lead to an intens
dependent frequency pulling [21]. We have varied t
intensity (and at the same time the pulse length), a
we did not see an effect within an uncertainty of abo
100 Hz. Since this shift is expected to be antisymmet
with respect to the mean frequency, it should be larg
eliminated in our frequency value which corresponds to
mean frequency of both recoil components. The possi
occurrence of cycle slips in the frequency chain represe
another source of error of the frequency measureme
These cycle slips depend critically on the signal-to-no
ratio of the relevant beat signals [22]. We estimated t
rate of cycle slips in the most crucial stages of the ch
and conclude that the resulting errors can be neglecte
the present level of uncertainty. In our experiment t
uncertainty was therefore dominated by the residual lig
shift of the trapping laser radiations0.84 kHzd. Taking
into account possible variations of the light shift betwe
its determination and the earlier frequency measurem
we estimate the standard uncertainty to be close to one-
of the light shifts0.4 kHzd.

In conclusion, we have performed the first phas
coherent frequency measurement of visible radiation r
erenced to the primary standard of time and frequency,
Cs clock. We have stabilized a dye laser to the Ca int
combination line and determined the absolute frequen
of this transition with a standard uncertainty of0.43 kHz
sdnyn , 10212d. Comparing our results with the adopte
value of the uncertainty of the Ca transition frequency
the CIPMss  4.5 3 10210d [11], we have reduced this
uncertainty 500-fold. The Ca stabilized dye laser no
represents the optical frequency standard with the low
uncertainty in the visible. The uncertainty is more tha
an order of magnitude smaller than that of the previo
most accurate standard, the iodine stabilized HeNe lase
n  473 612 214 705 kHz fs1 6 2.5d 3 10211g [11]. Ex-
tending the phase-coherent frequency measurement to
MOT and avoiding light shifts due to the trapping las
fields, we soon expect a further reduction of the unc
tainty by at least one order of magnitude. We have
tablished a frequency standard in the visible, limited on
by the uncertainty of both the primary standard of tim
and frequency, and of the optical frequency standard
self. This allows one to investigate the frequency ra
between the Cs clock and the Ca frequency standard o
a long period of time. Since different contributions o
fundamental constants are responsible for the electro
and hyperfine transitions of Ca and Cs, respectively, p
sible time variations of fundamental constants [4] can
now be performed with improved accuracy.
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